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Introduction
Purpose of this toolkit
In 2011, the City of Greater Geelong released its Climate Change Adaptation Strategy and Roadmap
to respond to the impacts of climate change. It was recognised that traditional decision-making
tools are designed to cope with a limited range of scenarios and linear problems – making them
less effective in planning for climate change. The Climate Change Adaptation Toolkit has been
developed to facilitate robust decision-making processes and to integrate climate change
adaptation across the organisation.
The Toolkit aims to support organisations to:
integrate adaptation and support effective and efficient risk management
be more responsive to climate change shocks and trends
maintain standards of service delivery in the face of more extreme conditions
make effective and consistent decisions regarding climate change
form linkages across different work areas, internally and externally
incorporate uncertainty into decision making
o

make adaptation decisions that work across a range of future scenarios

o

build flexibility into adaptation actions.

Who should use it
Tools 1 and 2 support the development and refining of an adaptation strategy, by exploring risk
context, and developing adaptation actions that remain viable under the widest range of probable
climate futures.
Tool 3 complements existing decision-making processes by providing a methodology for
incorporating climate change issues into the planning and design of initiatives.
Each tool can be used in isolation and the Toolkit is free for download and use.
The Toolkit was developed with the City of Greater Geelong for use by local Council and as a result
includes examples relating specifically to a local Council context. However, aspects of the Toolkit
will be applicable to a wider range of organisations and sectors, and each of the included tools can
readily be adapted to specific local and organisational contexts.
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Assumed preparatory work
The Toolkit assumes your organisation has already undertaken some form of a climate change risk
assessment.The most utilised risk framework used by local governments in Australia is the guide
developed by the Department of the Environment and Heritage, Australian Greenhouse Office
(AGO) in 20061. The guide helps local government integrate climate change impacts into risk
management and other strategic planning activities. The guide is aligned with the Australian and
New Zealand Standard / International Standards Organisation ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management
Principles and Guidelines (formerly AS/NZS 4360).
The common steps in a risk-based assessment are:
1. Establish the risk context
2. Identify and describe the risk
3. Analyse the risk
4. Evaluate the risk
5. Decide on the treatment.
The risk assessment process using the ISO 31000 methodology will produce a list of risks that have
been prioritised based on a risk matrix using likelihood and consequence criteria. The criteria
should specify ‘priority risks’, that is, those considered most important and/or pressing. The priority
risks identified through a risk assessment process can serve as inputs for the Toolkit process,
including taking the risks through a more detailed risk exploration process.

Toolkit overview
The Toolkit comprises three tools:
1. Exploring the Risk Context: explores a range of priority climate risks previously identified to
be explored in detail. Tool 1 explores interactions with other stressors (social, economic
and environmental) and assists decision makers to avoid being paralysed by uncertainty
inherent in climate projections.
2. Developing Adaptation Actions: provides a process for identifying, exploring, evaluating
and prioritising adaptation options. Tool 2 provides opportunities to develop a range of
potential adaptation actions and test these against several future scenarios.
3. Screening for Climate Change Interactions: outlines a screening process to identify
potential interactions with climate change risks and adaptation actions, when developing
new projects and strategies. Tool 3 helps organisations embed climate change adaptation
considerations into decision making processes.
-

1

AGO, 2006, Climate Change Impacts and Risk Management, A Guide for Business and Government Available at:
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/community/~/media/publications/local-govt/risk-management.ashx, accessed 14/08/12.
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ACTIVITY 1: DETAILED RISK ANALYSIS
Risk name:
(1)

Who or what will be affected by the risk? Consider what system, asset or group of individuals will be
affected? What is the attribute that may be affected? What is the boundary of the risk?

(2)

What is causing the risk?

(3)

Why is the organisation exposed to the climate change risk?

(4)

Are there any assets, communities or locations particularly sensitive to the risk?

(5)

Does the risk affect the organisation’s objectives/obligations/strategic directions? If yes, describe.

(6)

What is the time period of the risk?

(7)

Does the risk potentially reinforce or exacerbate existing social disadvantage or inequalities? If yes, describe.

(8)

Are there already preventative measures in place that would help deal with the risk (either implemented by the
organisation or another entity)? Describe. Where relevant, how have they performed?

(9)

Is the organisation prepared for or capable of dealing with the risk impacts now? Describe.

(10) Linkages – which other organisation/departments/community groups/sectors have either responsibility for or an
interest in this risk? Should joint management be considered?

(11) How often should this risk or class of risks be reviewed?

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Are there any assets,
communities or locations
particularly sensitive to the risk?

Does the risk affect the
organisation’s objectives/
obligations/strategic directions?

What is the time period
of the risk?

Does the risk potentially
reinforce or exacerbate
existing social disadvantage
or inequalities?

Are there already preventative
measures in place that would
help deal with the risk ?

Yes / No

Yes / No

Linkages – what other organisation,
departments, community groups,
sectors have either responsibility
for or an interest in this risk?

How often should this risk or
class of risks be reviewed?

Yes / No

Yes / No

Why is the organisation exposed
to the climate risk?

Is the organisation prepared
for or capable of dealing with
the risk impacts now?

Yes / No

What is causing the risk?

Does it need
Can it be
to be resolved? resolved?
Yes / No

Category/
Description of uncertainty

Who or what will be affected
by the risk?

Question

ACTIVITY 2: UNCERTAINTY OVERLAY
What are the implications of
the uncertainty on the risk?
Plan of action

ACTIVITY 2 (continued): UNCERTAINTY OVERLAY

Outcome
Does this uncertainty result in re-prioritisation of risk?

Yes

No

Yes

No

If ‘yes’, what is required?

Does uncertainty mean additional research or work needs to occur?
If ‘yes’, what is required?

ACTIVITY 3: PROBLEM STATEMENT

ACTIVITY 1: BRAINSTORMING ADAPTATION ACTIONS
Consider...

ACTIVITY 2: EXPLORING AN ADAPTATION ACTION
Risk name:
Adaptation action:
Exploring adaptation actions
(1)

What is the organisation’s control or responsibility over any or all aspects of the adaptation action?

(2)

Does the action ‘lock in’ outcomes? Are the outcomes robust under different futures?*

(3)

Describe the assumptions that underpin the effectiveness of the adaptation action? How reliable are the assumptions
in light of future uncertainty?*

(4)

Describe the equity implications of the adaptation action*

(5)

How will the adaptation action interact or respond to other stressors and trends?*

(6)

Is there an event that should trigger the implementation of the adaptation action? What is that event?

(7)

What are the barriers, if any, to implementing or adopting the action?*

(8)

Describe the high level benefits of the adaptation action. Describe the high level costs of the action. Do the
potential costs outweigh the potential benefit?

(9)

Describe the drivers behind making a decision whether to implement this adaptation action.*

(10) Does the adaptation action demonstrate the key properties of a robust adaptation action?*
1. Remain viable under the widest range of probable
climate futures.
2. Be insensitive to broken assumptions.
3. Increase flexibility and preserve option value
(where possible).

4. Maximise their value when planned as part of a
portfolio of actions.
5. Build resilience and redundancy into both physical,
organisational and social systems.
6. Be implemented within planned budgets or based
on evidence that is good enough to justify
budget/revenue increases

* recommend using scenarios to assist in answering these questions

ACTIVITY 3: EVALUATING AN ADAPTATION ACTION
Select
one

(a)

Implement immediately

(b)

Conduct a further assessment to determine feasibility

(c)

Return to earlier stages of this process and obtain basic information on the risk or the adaptation action

(d)

Redesign action

(e)

Defer adaptation action for future implementation

Briefly justify your selection:

Action - describe the adaptation
action to be implemented

This could be the basis for your adaptation action register.

ACTIVITY 4: PRIORITISING ADAPTATION ACTIONS

Assign priority
(H/M/L)

Relevant implementation/timing
considerations or other notes

Designate responsibility for
implementation/monitoring

Input/output

ORGANISATIONAL
PROPOSAL

CLASSES OF INTERACTION

KEY

Process

OPT OUT

NO

Review
Climate Change
Screening Table
for interaction.
Is there an
interaction?

YES

Review climate
risk, vulnerability
and adaptation
action registers for
other potential
interactions. How
does the proposal
interact with
climate risks?

Climate
Change
Screening
Table

STAGE 2
Register of
climate risks,
vulnerabilities
and adaptation
actions

STAGE 1

B

Increases
vulnerability to an YES
existing climate risk
NO

OPT OUT

YES

No interaction
found

NO

Decreases
vulnerability to an YES
existing climate risk

C

A

YES

Generates a
new climate risk
or vulnerability
NO

Work through
decision tree...

Determine the class
of interaction

PART A

STAGE 3

WHEN YOU
HAVE
COMPLETED
PART A,
PROCEED TO
PART B

OPT OUT

NO

Does the
proposal
interact with
an existing
or planned
adaptation
action?

PART B

YES
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D

Work
through
decision
tree

Council Roles/Responsibility: New situations and conditions
resulting in community requiring assistance, co-ordinated response
& management from other agencies & pressure from other levels

large role to play in adaptation. To
together and to optimise the benefits of the
en Council and the community, the broader

Community expectation: changed conditions resulting in
community pushing Council beyond resources, power and
capability

Psychological/Health: impact on local community, Council
employees, volunteers, tourists to loss of vegetation & changed
conditions of open space environments

Community welfare: Loss of green spaces, significant vegetation,
increase in invasive species, loss of amenity

Resources: Increased demand on Council personnel to maintain
condition of open space environments

Budgets: Demand on budgets to respond to changed conditions
e.g. not enough water/too much water

Liability: Increased frequency or severity of injuries to community
members using sporting fields or public open spaces that have a
deteriorated condition

Psychological/Health: impact on local community, Council
employees, volunteers to loss of vegetation & changed conditions
of open space, recreational facilities, extreme weather

Biodiversity: Loss of vegetation, loss of integrity of local ecosystems,
changes in condition

Budgets: Demand on budgets to respond to changed conditions e.g.
not enough water/too much water

Resources: Increased demand on Council personnel to maintain
condition of open space environments, prevent impacts from urban
island effect

pacts have the potential to significantly
’s biodiversity, through affecting ecosystem
fting appropriate habitat ranges.

r Geelong is physically diverse and contains
osystems, a significant proportion of which
ed or significant species.

space will be placed under stress by climate
additional resourcing burdens for Council.

Biodiversity: Loss of vegetation and changes in condition

des multiple social, environmental and
to the community such as providing
tion and tourism opportunities.

Community welfare: Loss of green spaces condition & availability

Budgets: Increased impact to respond and recover, and support
vulnerable people

Community welfare: Vulnerability of most vulnerable people
exacerbated, through increased costs, increased exposure, lack
of insurance etc., new vulnerable groups emerge

ditional demands upon Council services and
for new services.

Community expectations: Role of council to support
vulnerable people

Psychological/Health: impact on local community, Council
employees, volunteers from stress, extreme weather, isolation,
lack of support networks, increased mortality

Resources: Increased expectation and demand on Council resources
to support vulnerable people (e.g. during emergency response &
recovery, increased impact from urban island effect)

lays an active role in caring for vulnerable
munity. These groups are likely to be worse
osed to climate change.

Community expectations: Role of council to respond
to emergency events whilst maintaining service delivery

Psychological: impact on local community, Council
employees, volunteers

Planning: Adequacy of MEMP to respond to climate
related emergencies

Budgets: Increased impact to respond and recover

Volunteers: Increased burden placed on emergency
response personnel

Resources: Increased frequency and severity of emergency events &
impact on personnel

» Understand current research and technology i
and materials adopted by Council

Asset failure: Council liability, cost to clean Costs: to maintain
and operate existing assets under changed climate conditions

» Understand role in preparing for and respondi

» Understand established lines of responsibility
other responsible agencies/authorities

» Consider biodiversity when reducing fuel load

» Consider creation of adaptation corridors to all
naturally

» Educate community about biodiversity & its m

» Build resilience of biodiversity & open space a
interest groups

» Understand and build knowledge in the distrib

» Consider water requirements, benefits of tree
spaces in face of drought and extreme weath

» Incorporate climate change scenarios in long t

» Cost-effectively maintain all open sporting fiel
adequate standard

» Continue to provide recreational opportunities

» Ensure Council policies and programmes do n
impact vulnerable groups

» Establish procedures to assist vulnerable peo

» Educate & assist vulnerable groups to prepar

» Understand and track vulnerable people

Ensure coordinated approach to emergency res
other agencies & emergency volunteers

Allocate resources to ensure appropriate prepar
an emergency

Ensure MEMP is adequate

» Understand liability and insurance issues

» Conduct asset surveys to understand exposur

» Understand current decision making tools and
robust approach for approval of upgrades / ret

» Examine long term sea level rise options from

» Advocate and implement community initiatives
of planning implications of climate change

decisions

Design: ‘fit for purpose’, change to design standards, codes,
urban heat island effect

Council responsibility: community expectations to protect private
assets or liability associated with approval of inappropriately
located developments.

and intensity of these events increases under
ere will be additional burdens placed on the
il’s role within it.

nicipal Emergency Management Plan
t communities and assist them to recover
of emergency situations such as floods, fires

ir location, assets are potentially exposed to
events as well as other long term processes
rosion, sea level rise and drought.

Planning: changing operating conditions included in the planning
and building of new infrastructure (such as asset location, design,
construction materials, operational costs, asset life)

nsibility for assets ranging from buildings,
rainage systems. Asset management is an
cil is particularly exposed to climate change

Asset integrity: frequency of condition assessments, preventative
maintenance, physical damage from climate events

Costs: increased cost to maintain coastal shorelines and infrastructure
within coastal areas

area embodies not only relate to current and
cisions, but also challenging issues relating
xisting developments and property rights.

Planning: changes to planning tools due to climate change

events such as inundation, storm surges, erosion of ‘soft’ shorelines

CLASSES OF INTERACTION

A
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Proposal generates a
new climate risk or vulnerability

DECISION
TREE

Serious

Proposal
generates a
new climate risk
or vulnerability

Assess the new
climate risk against
Council criteria and
assign a risk ra ng.

Priority

Non
Priority

B

New climate risk is serious
enough to jus fy redesigning
or abandoning the proposal

ACTION:

Redesign or abandon proposal

ACTION:

New climate risk is a
priority risk

New climate risk is a
non-priority risk

1) Create a new priority risk in the
risk register. Contact any relevant
personnel and establish a
responsible person.
2) Complete Tools 1 and 2 for the
new priority risk.

Return to
complete
PART B
of the
process

ACTION:

Create a new risk in the risk register.
Establish a responsible person.

Proposal increases
vulnerability to an existing risk

DECISION
TREE

Serious

ACTION:

Redesign or abandon the proposal
ACTION:

Yes
Proposal
increases
vulnerability to
an exis ng risk

Assess the risk against
council criteria. Is the
increased vulnerability
serious enough to
jus fy redesigning or
abandoning the
proposal?

No fy the person responsible for
the risk.
Consider the exis ng risk context
and adapta on documenta on
(developed using Tools 1 and 2).

Priority

No
Is the exis ng climate
risk a priority risk?

1) Update relevant documenta on
2) Depending on extent of
changes, consider going through
full risk context worksheet /
adapta on worksheet process
again.

Non
Priority

1) Will the climate risk register
need to be updated?
2) Will addi onal or a change to
exis ng/planned adapta on
ac ons be required?

No fy person responsible for
the risk. Assess the risk and
assign a new risk ra ng. Is the
exis ng risk now a priority risk?

ACTION:

Priority

1) Create a new priority risk.
Contact any relevant personnel.
2) Complete Tools 1 and 2 for new
priority risk.

ACTION:

Non
Priority

1) Consider whether any
informa on on the climate risk
register needs to be amended /
updated.
2) Update relevant documenta on.

Return to
complete
PART B
of the
process

CLASSES OF INTERACTION

C
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Proposal decreases
vulnerability to an existing risk
No change to risk ra ng, but changes
to risk context informa on required.

DECISION
TREE

ACTION:

Update relevant documenta on
Downgrade risk to non-priority risk.

ACTION:

Priority
Proposal
decreases
vulnerability to
an exis ng risk

Is the exis ng risk
a priority risk?

Update relevant documenta on,
ensure risk is re-entered into system
as non-priority

No fy person responsible for the
risk. Review priority risk context
(developed using Tool 1).
Explore how the proposal impacts
the broader risk context and elect
a response.

No fy relevant people

(i.e. person responsible for the risk and
associated adapta on ac on)

and consider whether ac ons need to
be changed or removed.
ACTION:

Update relevant documenta on.

Non
Priority

No fy person responsible.
Does the decrease jus fy
removing the climate risk from
the register?

Return to
complete
PART B
of the
process

Eliminates risk en rely.
ACTION:

Yes

Ensure risk is removed from the system

ACTION:

No

D

No further ac on required.

Proposal interacts with
an existing or planned adaptation action

DECISION
TREE
Does the proposal
poten ally impact
nega vely or posi vely
on the planned
ac on’s objec ves?

+

No further ac on required.

–

Planned
Proposal
interacts with
an exis ng or
planned
adapta on
ac on

Contact person responsible for
adapta on ac on.
Review the suppor ng
documents and the risk context.
Determine if the interac on is
with an exis ng or planned
adapta on ac on?

Exis ng
Does the proposal
poten ally impact the
proposed adapta on
ac on posi vely or
nega vely?

ACTION:

a) Consider the strategic importance of
proposal against the severity of the risk
the adapta on ac on is designed to
address.
b) Is there another way of achieving the
objec ves of the proposal that does not
interfere with the adapta on ac on?
c) Can the adapta on ac on be modiﬁed
to eliminate any interference without
compromising the integrity of
purpose/func on?

–

If the proposed ac on may nega vely
impact the performance of the adapta on
ac on, tradeo s must be considered.

+

Does the proposed ac on perform a similar
func on to the adapta on ac on? If so, does
it remove the need for the adapta on ac on?

ACTION:

Update risk/adapta on
ac on documenta on to
reﬂect the outcome of the
analysis.

ACTION:

Yes

Remove adapta on
ac on from register
OR/AND incorporate new
project as an adapta on
ac on.
ACTION:

No

No further ac on required.

